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Lifecycle of an IRS Audit: How to Prepare for and Defend an IRS Tax Controversy
What Are The Statistical Changes of Being Audited?

• For the past decade, the IRS has seen an increase in the number of returns filed as well as a decrease in resources. While the IRS accepts 
most returns as filed, some are selected for examination using various methods, including random sampling and computerized screening.

• An individual’s or business’ chance of being selected for audit is based on a number of different factors, including IRS computer models, 
certain “red flags” that may target a return for examination, and the failure to report information that was reported to the IRS by a third party, 
such as on a Form 1099-INT filed by a bank. With respect to the 2019 tax year, the IRS sent more than 1 million notices to taxpayers for 
almost 1.2 million math errors identified on their returns.

• For all returns filed for tax years 2010-2018, the IRS examined 0.63% of individual returns filed and 1.0% of all corporation returns filed.

• The IRS examined the returns of 9.8% of taxpayers filing individual returns reporting total positive income greater than $10 million for tax 
years 2010-2018.

• In 2020, the IRS closed 509,917 tax return audits, resulting in more than $12.9 billion in recommended additional tax.

• The majority of 2020 audits, 72.6%, were conducted entirely via correspondence. The remaining 27.4% were field audits.

• In 2020, the IRS completed 2,624 criminal investigations in three areas - 1,134 legal-source tax crime cases, which involve activities, 
industries, and occupations that generate legitimate income or threats to the tax system; 873 illegal-source financial crime cases, which 
relate to proceeds derived from unlawful sources such as money laundering; and 617 narcotics-related financial crime cases, which involve 
investigating narcotics related tax and money-laundering crimes.
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Lifecycle of an IRS Audit: How to Prepare for and Defend an IRS Tax Controversy
What are some “red flags” for an IRS audit?

• Participation in, and disclosure of, “tax shelters” 
and other “listed transactions,” such as the use of 
offshore trusts.

• Returns claiming large deductions for travel, 
meals and entertainment, and automobile 
expenses.

• Returns reporting large business losses or net 
operating losses for several consecutive years.

• Returns filed without the necessary supporting 
documentation and/or schedules.

• Returns reflecting a high ratio of expenses to 
income.

• Subchapter S corporation returns reflecting low 
shareholder salaries and large distributions.

• Returns reflecting large business deductions for 
payments to independent contractors.

• Returns reflecting large or numerous non-cash 
charitable donations or charitable conservation 
easement donations.

• Returns reporting installment sales.

• Returns reflecting large damages or theft loss 
deductions.

• Returns reflecting bad debt losses.

• Amended tax returns.
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Tax Return Filed
(if no return filed, IRS may prepare 

a substitute for return (“SFR”))

Return Selected for Exam
•Random
•DIF Score
•IRS Project/Priority

IRS Examination
(Revenue Agent’s Report)

30 Day Letter

Statutory Notice of 
Deficiency

(“90 Day Letter”)

IRS Office of Chief Counsel
(Answers petition)

(Counsel can raise new issues)

United States
Tax Court

TP & IRS do not agree (“unagreed”)

Unagreed – No protest filed

TP files petition with Tax Court –
case “docketed”
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TP & IRS agree (“agreed”)
Settle Case

•Sign Form 870
•Interest may be suspended
•May file refund suit (after full 
payment of tax)

Unagreed
Written Protest

(filed by TP)

IRS Appeals
(exclusive authority; non-

docketed case)

Judicial Appeals
1.  Federal Circuit Court
2.  United States

Supreme Court 

TP & IRS prepare for trial

Unagreed

IRS Appeals
(non-exclusive authority; 

docketed case)

Settle Case
•Sign Form 870-AD
•Interest may be suspended
•File refund suit?  Maybe
(after full payment of tax)

Settle Case
•Sign Stipulated Decision/ Closing 
Agreement
•Interest not suspended
•Cannot file refund suit     

Unagreed

Agreed

Agreed

Agreed

Tax Court renders opinion and enters decision

Refund Claim
1.  U.S. District Court
2.  Federal  Court  of  Claims

Unagreed

No Deficiency
(“No Change”)

The tax liability reported on 
the TP’s return (or SFR ($0)) 

was corrected

Over-Assessment
The tax liability reported on the 
TP’s return was greater than 
the TP’s actual tax liability

Overpayment of Tax
The TP paid more than the 

TP’s actual tax liability 
(regardless of whether there 

was a deficiency)

Assessment of Deficiency
The tax liability reported on 

the TP’s return (or SFR ($0)) 
was less than the TP’s actual 

tax liabilityTP does not file petition – may file refund suit (after full payment of tax).
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WorkSmarts
Top Tips

Lifecycle of an IRS Audit: How to Prepare 
for and Defend an IRS Tax Controversy
• Review and respond promptly to any notices issued by the 

IRS. Ignoring notices will not make the problem go away.

• Be courteous and professional in all dealings with IRS staff; 
remember that being rude and/or aggressive does not win 
better treatment, while being professional goes a long way.

• Involve your tax professionals in the audit process as soon 
as possible, initially your return preparer followed by tax 
counsel, if needed.

• Be patient. The IRS audit process is slow and time-
consuming, even during the best of times.  Expect that a 
full resolution, no matter how straightforward the issues, 
can take a year or more.
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Thank You

Kelly Mooney
Of Counsel | Phoenix, AZ
602.333.5461 | kmooney@spencerfane.com
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